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Efficiency and lightweightness
in a compact device
Truma presents VarioHeat, a compact, high performance
and flexible installation all-rounder.

Words Enrico Bona

ruma VarioHeat was born as the successor of the widely proven Trumatic heaters. Starting from the two previous
models E 2400 and E 4000 Truma developed
two completely new variants showcased at
CMT trade fair in Stuttgart: VarioHeat eco
(2,800 Watts) and VarioHeat comfort (3,700
Watts), both having the same space-saving
dimensions. Truma VarioHeat is also very light
with only 5,5 kg for both models: it is even
50% lighter than the Truma S heater.
Despite its compact dimensions the new heaters
have a lot of power. For instance, VarioHeat eco
delivers 15% more heating output and 100%
more flow rate than E 2400.
VarioHeat can be easily operated by the digital
control panel Truma CP plus. Campers can set
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Truma VarioHeat's technical data:
Eco / comfort version
• Heating power: 1.300 W (Level 1) / 2.800 W (Level 2) / 3.700 W (Level 3*)
• Efficiency: 98 % (Level 1) / 96 % (Level 2) / 94 % (Level 3*)
• Gas consumption: 100 g/h (Level 1) / 220 g/h (Level 2) / 290 g/h (Level 3*)
• Power consumption: 12 V: 0,65 A (Level 1) / 2,75 A (Level 2) / 5,4 A
(Level 3*)
• Quiescent current consumption : 0,004 A with control panel CP plus
VarioHeat
• Dimensions: 400 x 123 x 284 mm (L x W x H)
• Weigth: 5,5 kg
*Level 3 available only in the comfort version

parameters
like the exact
room temperature or
the fan level
and program
a timer. The
heating output,
in “Eco” mode, is
automatically regulated on the base of the programmed temperature. Another useful function
is the “Boost” level which heats the vehicle very
quickly. The “Night” function, finally, operates
the heater at the lowest fan level (1300 Watts) in
order to ensure a good sleeping time. The “Vent”
mode provides an efficient air circulation even if
the heater is off. Thanks to Truma Diagnosetool
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ruma has been supplying convenient accessories for caravans and motorhomes since the
foundation in 1949 by Philipp
Kreis. He developed the “first officially recognised caravan heater”
in 1961, therefore making winter
camping possible for the first time.
Today, Truma is an international
familyrun company based in
Putzbrunn near Munich that develops, produces and markets products from one single source. The
Truma product range includes heating and air conditioning systems,
through to hot water products and
manoeuvring systems for caravans.
Gas pressure regulators and power
supply products round off the
extensive portfolio.

the dealer or service partner can operate an
easier and quicker troubleshooting. "The CP plus
VarioHeat has an identical configuration to the
Combi control panel. Proven functions and familiar handling make it easy for the customer to get
the hang of it", says project leader Thomas
Hartmann. If campers have also installed a Truma
air conditioning system, this can also be operated
via the CP plus”. Moreover, VarioHeat offers
maximum flexibility: it can be installed both in a
standing or lying position and can be integrated
almost everywhere in the vehicle layout. This provides the OEMs with great freedom of design and
saves space in the vehicle for additional storage.
Compact, lightweight, powerful — these advantages make Truma VarioHeat particularly suitable
for vans, compact caravans and as an additional
heater for larger motor homes.

